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PRESS RELEASE May 21st, 2013 

New Single By Rubicon 7 – Idaho’s Rising 

EDM Stars – Premiered At Tiësto DJ Show 
US-based Rubicon 7 release new single and amazing video footage from the track's premiere 
during their opening performance for Tiësto's College Invasion Tour stop in Boise, Idaho, US. 

 

Rubicon 7, also known as Brandon Scott and Elizabeth Thompson, is one of the biggest breakout 
artists in EDM in Idaho, US at the moment. With a weekly radio show dubbed  “Under The 
Influence” on Digitally Imported under their belt,  they’ve steered their career upwards by producing 
their own material and have secured remix slots on some of 2013's hot releases worldwide. 

Their track ‘You Fall Down,’ which came out on Clubstream Blue in August 2012, was picked up by 
Markus Schulz’ Global DJ Broadcast. Further building on this momentum, their collaboration with 
Deeveaux titled ‘Make Me Feel’ was featured in the soundtrack for Cherien Dabis' "MAY in the 
SUMMER," which premiered in the US as the opening film for the Sundance Film Festival 2013. 

As openers for Tiësto's College Invasion Tour 

stop in Boise, Idaho, Rubicon 7 played a full set 

of original material alongside Quintino, Alvaro, 

Tommy Trash and Tiësto.  The set included a 

debut for their newest track ‘Triton’ and the 

crowd went wild – watch the clip on YouTube. 

The track is now available from the Swedish 

Clubstream Blue label in all major download 

stores, including iTunes, Spotify, Trackitdown 

and Beatport. 

- We are excited about Triton and are already in 

talks with Rubicon 7 about the next project.  

– Håkan Ludvigson, A&R @ Substream 

Triton T-shirts are available from Rubicon 7’s website (US/CA) and from Substream’s merchandise 

store (Europe) as well. 

http://youtu.be/HF80U8u8AKo?t=31s
http://www.rubicon7.net/
http://merch-eu.substream.se/
http://merch-eu.substream.se/
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About the Record Label 
The release is coming out on Clubstream Blue, a part of Clubstream, run by the 

Substream Music Group of Sweden. Clubstream Blue is specialized in progressive house. 

Substream is an innovative music company and one of Sweden's top label groups for 

electronic music. The label’s main office is located in downtown Gothenburg on the 

Swedish Westcoast. Substream made industry headlines in 2005 and 2006 pioneering 

alternative payment and licensing models for digital music.  

Today Substream has a catalog of 300+ releases and 3000 tracks released under the 9 

subsidary labels: Substream (electro-pop), Mareld (leftfield electronica), Dansant (dance and upbeat pop) and the 

Clubstream label group (6 labels from house to techno and dubstep). Substream also operates one of Sweden's most 

renowned mastering studios. 

Contact 

Please Substream / Clubstream for questions, interviews, features, promo for review. The artist is 

available for radio interviews, guest blog appearances on request. 

Website: http://www.clubstream.se  

Contact person:  Mikael Arthursson +46-708-579-753 or Hakan Ludvigson, +46-733-101-808 

Email: press [AT] substream [DOT] se 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/clubstream 

Clubstream mobile app: http://clubstream-mob.substream.se  

Press Room 
Visit our press room to download high resolution artist images free to use for press and web: 

http://press.substream.se  

Visit The Featured Artist 
Website: http://www.rubicon7.net  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/rubicon7 
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